
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Punctuation Marks used in cataloguing.  

 b) Pre-requisites of computerised form of 
catalogue.

 c) Subject Headings.

 d) Define Catalogue. 

 e) Uses of classified catalogue.

 f) Description Area.

 g) Sheaf form of catalogue.

 h) mention the codes used for catalogue.

 i) Physical forms of catalogue.

 j) References.
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Q.6 Explain the uses as well as advantages of 
various types of physical from of catalogue.

Q.7 Brief explain the uses, advantages as well as 
disadvantages of alphabetical catalogue in a 
special library. 
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 viii) Limitation of classified catalogue.

 ix) Distinguish alphabetic &  Dictionary 
catalogue.

 x) Mention the chief sources of information.    

  xi) What type of information are will get in 
Election area?

 xii) Uses of book form of catalogue.

 xiii) Define the use of subject heading.

 xiv) What do you mean by description area? 

 xv) Information are should get in publisher 
catalogue. 

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Explain the various kinds of entries prepare 
main and added entries acceding to AACR-II. 

Q.4 What types of information you will get in sears 
list of subject heading? Explain.

Q.5 Discuss the need and function of library 
catalogue.
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 k) Book Index Entry.

 l) Title Catalogue.

 m) Define Collaborators.

 n) What are added entry?

 o) Scars list of subject heading.

 p) Benefits of Author Catalogue.

 q) Joint Authorship.

 r) Two uses of classified catalogue.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Mention the various sources of information.

 ii)  Benefits  of pseudonym authorship. 

 iii) Essentials of computerized from of 
catalogue. 

 iv) Illustrate tracing of a catalogue card. 

 v) Define the term collaboration.

 vi) Sheaf from of catalogues. 

 vii) Advantages of author catalogue.  
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